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Quick’n’Cozy Sox 

TUTORIAL for making socks! 

 
Socks are really not hard to make.   

 

One way I’ve found to help get folks knitting socks, is to make them on big yarn, with big 

needles, and few stitches to mess with.  This tutorial uses two balls of Lion Brand’s Wool-ease 

Chunky in a bright red.  The pattern can be downloaded free from my Ravelry store:  

Quick’n’Cozy Sox (http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/quickncozy-sox).  Or you can use 

any plain sock pattern … the pictures and hints work ANY time you knit socks from the leg to 

the toe. 

 

To make the socks shown, you’ll need two skeins of Lion Brand Wool-ease Chunky yarn and a 

set of  US#8 dpns. 

 

So, let’s begin: 

 
Step 1: Cast on the appropriate number of stitches 32 (36). You'll be using double-
pointed needles, but you can certainly CO all to one needle and then distribute onto 

the other needles.  In smaller needles, you’ll have 5 needles – which is great since 

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/quickncozy-sox
http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/quickncozy-sox
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you’ll have one half of the stitches (the top of foot) on two needles and the 

sole/bottom of the foot on the other two needles.  Makes it easier when you go to do 
the heel-flap. 

 

 
Step 2: distribute CO sts onto the dpns -- here I have a set that is 4 needles, so I 
distribute the 32 stitches evenly across 3 of the needles -- 10 on each of two 

needles, 12 on the 3rd needle (this helps me remember where the round ends – you 

can also place a marker to mark the round). You'll join the CO together by knitting 
the first stitch from the needle below the needle from which the yarn is coming. 
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Step 3: here the cuff is done -- a k2p2 rib makes an elastic but lovely ribbing. 

Remember the cuff should be at least one inch deep so that the rib is able to pull-in 
and keep the sock up – knit loosely so you can get your foot in.  Remember, 

knitting is supposed to be a r-e-l-a-x-i-n-g activity! 

 

 
Step 4: Switch to all knit (stockinette done in the round is all knitting – how cool is 

that????).  When your leg is long enough, you’ll be switching to working just on 

two needles to do the heel flap.  The picture shows we've finished knitting the leg 
and have distributed the stitches onto two needles only. The first half of the stitches 

will be used to knit back-and-forth to create the heel flap. The second half of the 

stitches will remain unknit until the heel is done.  
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Step 5: Here the heel flap stitches are done. The right-side row for traditional heel 

stitch is done by *slip 1 st, knit 1 st; rep from * across the heel flap. Next row (ws): 
sl 1 st, purl across all the other sts. This "traditional heel stitch" pulls in nicely and 

allows sock to hug the heel back. As you can see in the picture ... the slipped 

stitches are larger and make the knitted sts sink back so that the heel actually only 
looks like half as many stitches.  [This is a neat technique for any knitting where 

you want it to pull in but don’t want the total stretchiness of ribbing – so on the 

sides of a close-fitting sweater or a really cozy scarf!] 
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Step 6: The turned heel flap is shown above. Basically you work half way across, 

k2tog, k1 and then turn, purl back across and p2tog. Continue knitting the right-side 
stitches and purling the wrong-side stiches, adding 1 more each time until you've 

worked across all the heel flap sts (here you'll have 10 sts left when you're done 

turning the flap of 18sts). 
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Step 7: once you've finished turning the heel, you'll pickup the side sts -- which are 

technically called the gusset sts. Since you've slipped every st at the beginning of 
each row when doing the heel flap, you'll have half the number of rows knitted as a 

nice chain on the edges to pickup -- here we'll pickup nine sts (from the 18 rows 

knitted for heel flap). 
 

 
Here the gusset sts have been picked up and the top of the foot sts (technically, the 

“instep stitches”) are all ready to work. You can see the inside of the heel flap -- the 
slipped-stitches are where the bar of yarn is shown here. 
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Step 8: once you've picked up all the gusset sts -- 9 either side of the turned-heel 

and knitting across the instep sts -- for a total of 46 sts. Every row you'll dec the 
extra gusset sts (the slanted line shown above) on either side of the heel flap until 

you have a total of 28 sts for the foot. You'll re-distribute these 28 sts onto two 

needles only -- 14 sts each -- as this makes it easiest to shape the toe once you've 
done the 15 rnds or so for the foot. 
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Step 9: shape the toe (ending the foot about 1 to 1-1/2 inces short of the desired 

finished length of the foot) by k1, ssk, k across the needle to 3 short of the end, 
k2tog, k1; rep on second needle. Continuing this toe-shaping until you have 4 sts 

left on each needle -- 8 sts. 

 

 
Step 10: once you're down to the 8 sts, cut the yarn (leaving a tail about 4 inches 

long. Thread onto a big-eyed needle and thread thru the sts as you remove them 

from the needle. Pull tight and tie off the end ... this makes a nicely finished toe. 
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And the sock is done! Now, repeat for the second foot ... now that wasn't so hard 

was it? 
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